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WORKSHOP

IP PRODUCTION – GRASS VALLEY
Speaker: Robert Erickson - IP Evangelist - Grass Valley

The purpose of the workshop will initially be to provide a theoretical basis on Video and Audio over IP, information on standards (AIMS), architectures and applications. And in the end a practical demonstration of procedures for configuring, monitoring and troubleshooting a functioning IP system.

Robert Erickson - IP Evangelist - Grass Valley

Member of Grass Valley since 2008, with more than 17 years of experience in the Broadcast and IT market. In his career he has worked on projects and maintenance of infrastructure and playout systems based on emerging technologies. Participates in the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS). He spends much of his time with client education for emerging IP technologies and internal team training. Design and manage 'proof of concept' - POC - for customers, testing and deploying solutions - including cameras, servers, routers, multiviewers, processors and software solutions.

Robert is an active participant of SBE, SMPTE and HPA.
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